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Mr. Secretary-General, Excellencies, Ladies and Gentlemen,

It is my honor to not only sign the Paris Agreement, but to inform this body that our peolÿle have given
their full endorsement to this Agreement, through our parliament's ratification, which I d :posited today.

More than 165 countries have come to New York to sign the Paris Agreement - evidencÿ of a huge
achievement. This Agreement is not perfect - but it is something the whole world is reac y to take
forward immediately.

We have many to thank - including the French Presidency, the UNFCCC secretariat and. in particular,
you, Mr. Secretary General fi3r your years of leadership. You have set high expectations for future
Secretary-Generals, and indeed, the whole UN system.

We are pleased to see that the Paris Agreement is already influencing other international bodies. This
week, the International Maritime Organization recognized the need to take stronger actiQ n to reduce
enÿssions from international maritime transport. As one of the world's largest shipping registries, we
are encouraged that all sectors are playing their part.

The Paris negotiations succeeded because world leaders bore true fundamental values of the United
Nations - to work together to achieve results that not just reflect national interests - but,vhich advance
the interests of all, including future generations.

We know that current Nationally Determined Contributions will not secure our future. Tÿae most
important pillar of the Paris Agreement is ambition - that we have all come forward now, and that we
wilJl redouble efforts until we limit global temperature to 1.5 degrees Celsius, and until w e achieve net
zero emissions in the second half of this century as set out in the Paris Agreement. These', are more than

casaaal words- they are legally binding commitments. And the future of our low-lying na :ion, and
indeed the well being of the world, depend on revisiting our efforts, and pushing forward innovation.

The Paris Agreement also represents our collective courage and commitment to help us address
climate impacts that can no longer be prevented. This ]honesty, and willingness to follow up on it are

crucial.



I am sad to tell you that one of the first acts of our new government was to declare a nalional state of
emergency due to a severe drought. We are responding in every way possible. But thin gs are only
worsening. Rising seas are a reality - our tide gauges verify my words. For a low-lyinÿ nation, climate
change threatens not only our development, but our very boundaries and security.

We are taking many steps to learn from each disaster and to reduce the risks of future or.es. We are
pursuing new initiatives to not only integrate climate with development pathways, but tÿ exhaust every
possible measure to assure basic human rights and protection of local communities. Bu we also need
your help to face one of the most complex planning challenges, and our future, if not ouc very survival,
hangs in the balance. Implementation of our NDC, one of the most ambitious submittec, will need
more effective and innovative international partnerships.

Let me end by urging my fellow leaders to achieve the timely and urgent entry into force of the Paris
Agreement. Although your signature today is most welcome, we want everyone to give the highest
political priority to joining or ratifiying the Agreement as soon as possible - this year if?tour domestic
process allows. This would build confidence that we will stand together with the most ÿulnerable, and
indeed our common global fature will not be forsaken.

Thank you, and kommol tata.


